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THE CHARACTERS 
 

NADYA 

Nadya grew up among circus performers and she learned all sorts of tricks: 
juggling, throwing knives, riding horses and, most importantly – magic. After 
losing her parents in a raid at the start of the war, Nadya discovers that she is 
able to see the future and communicate with the souls of her dead friends. 

This rare ability makes her indispensable to the 6th Division. Since the war 
began, she has been General Below’s most valuable asset in his campaign 
against the Ahnenerbe. 

Nadya’s nature is a blend of feminine fragility and soldierly resolve. She clearly 
falls for Leo from the very first moment they meet, even though his immaterial 
nature taints their relationship in melancholic hues. 

 
 
 

LEO 

Leo is 15, tall and already has a full head of grey hair. His eyes are 
mismatched – one blue, one green – a fact that Nadya finds completely 
awesome. Leo’s perfect eyesight and steady hands have helped him 
become the school’s best marksman. 

Leo is a man of few words. He is straightforward, calm and utterly 
reliable. He can be very sarcastic and even mocking (especially toward 
Marat), which makes him quite a loner. His strengths lie in his 
self-discipline, marksmanship and strong will-power. 

 
 
 

MARAT 

Marat is athletic and uncommonly strong for his age. He can bend horse 
shoes and throw tree trunks around as if they were matchsticks. His 
weapon of choice is a heavy machine gun – so heavy that he is the only 
person who doesn’t mind hauling it around. 

Marat is kindhearted, shy and just a little simple. He is friendly but is not 
exactly expressive. Although he can genially endure mockery from Leo 
and Zena, even his patience has its limits. 
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ZENA 

With her braided red hair and green eyes Zena is a striking beauty. Her element 
of choice is fire, which she puts to masterful use manning her flame thrower. 

Stern and fearless in battle, she can be pretty stubborn and arrogant in daily life, 
which more then once has drawn disciplinary action from General Below. She 
gets along with Marat, even to the point of fancying him. The others find it hard at 
times to communicate with her, especially when she allows her hot temper to get 
the better of her. 
 

 

VALYA 

Orphan Valya is the smallest and the youngest of the group – he is just 13. He 
was made fun of for his unnerving ability to levitate and to move objects just by 
looking at them, before General Below brought him to the boarding school. 

Valya is full of energy and still bit childish in nature. Even the most serious 
matters and situations are like a game. He is very attached to Marat, who is like a 
brother to him. 
 
 

BARON VON WOLFF 

The 729-year-old baron is an extremely elegant villain. As the Grandmaster of the Order of the Sword he 
was once the world’s most powerful black magician. He is an ambitious megalomaniac whose feats of 
cruel rage are often followed by stretches of the deepest melancholy. 

On his first visit to Russia, von Wolf led the knights of his Order into combat in the “Battle On The Ice”. 
During the battle, he fell and drowned under the ice together with his fellow crusaders. It is prophesied 
that he will rise from the dead to continue his crusade after 700 years… in 1942. 

 
 

GENERAL BELOW 

General Below has been the leader of the 6th Division since it was founded in 1933. Although he looks 
like a typical bureaucrat, he is in fact an experienced white magician. 

General Below uses Nadya’s gift of clairvoyance to collect intelligence on the Ahnenerbe and their plans. 
Although his curt manner often strikes people as bumpkin-like, behind his simpleton façade is a wise 
diplomat and refined spiritualist. Childless himself, he feels fatherly toward his teenage disciples. 
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FATHER NIKOLAY (aka MONK) 

60-year-old Father Nikolay has a long gray beard, wears a black frock and carries a monk’s staff. As a 
young man, Nikolay served as a soldier in the 1905 Russo-Japanese war. He was taken prisoner and 
became a master of the sword and lance. The suffering and blood he witnessed made him transform his 
life after returning from Japan; he became a traveling monk. 

Father Nikola, nicknamed Monk, traveled the entire country on foot, making records of ancient legends 
and folklore. He is an irreplaceable consultant to General Below when it comes to history, mystical 
knowledge and the interpretation of dreams and visions. He is also Nadya’s personal spiritual mentor. 
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FIRST SQUAD  The Moment of Truth 
a YOSHIHARU ASHINO film 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

FIRST SQUAD The Moment of Truth is a rare collaboration between Russian filmmakers and Studio 4˚C, 
the leading Japanese animation company behind Mind Game, Tekkon Kinkreet and The Animatrix. The 
result is a unique blend of Russian storytelling and kinetic anime action. 

The fantastical story is set in 1942 when the German army turns to occult forces to raise the spirits of 
their dead ancestors. To save itself, Russia's only hope is a 14-year-old psychic called Nadya who must 
enter the underworld to recruit her own army of the undead. 

The film is loosely based on “Pioneer Heroes” a series of wildly popular illustrated books published in 
Russia in the 1980s but with added supernatural elements. The feature interweaves the animation with 
live action to bring emotional weight as if it was a true historical document. 
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PRODUCTION NOTES 
 

Loosely based on the wildly popular series of Soviet-era “Pioneer Heroes” illustrated novels, FIRST 
SQUAD is about the breathtaking quest of Nadya, a 14-year-old girl. Her journey takes her from the 
heart of Moscow’s Kremlin to the land of the dead and back, and into the trenches on the front lines of 
war-ridden Russia. It is winter of 1942 and half of Europe is occupied by Nazi Germany. On the Eastern 
Front, the Soviet Union is fiercely resisting the onslaught of German troops. As millions of adults shed 
their blood on the white snow and the black dirt, clairvoyant Nadya is sent as an emissary to confront the 
souls of fallen soldiers and prevent them from entering the war in the name of evil. 

A whole generation of Russians grew up reading war stories about the Young Pioneers. Millions of these 
books were circulated, representing the closest Soviet propaganda ever came to rival western comics. 
However, FIRST SQUAD can hardly be thought of as a pure adaptation. In the film, historically accurate 
events from WWII are interweaved with fantasy; the animated narrative is interlaced with accounts from 
“eyewitnesses”, “war experts” and “historians”. 

In the world of animation, FIRST SQUAD is a break-through in more ways than one. It is one of a 
handful of animated features set during WWII and is already much anticipated for its intricate 3D 
mechanical designs and wartime action scenes. At the same time the film is a rare example of Western 
creators and producers working so closely with leading Japanese animators. It comes as no surprise 
that this precedent has been set by Tokyo’s daring and notorious Studio 4C, responsible for Animatrix, 
Memories, Mind Game and Tekkon Kinkreet. 

The concept of an anime series based on “Pioneer Heroes” was first developed by Russian-born visual 
artists Misha Shprits and Aljosha Klimov in 2004. Based in Munich and New York, both men grew up in 
the dwindling USSR of the 80s and has been looking for ways to accommodate their memories of a 
now-extinct Soviet culture within the discourse of contemporary art. It was not until three years later that 
the project gained momentum and Shprits and Klimov, then new to animation production, brought in 
Studio 4C’s Yoshiharu Ashino as a director. 

One of the biggest challenges throughout the production was creating a historically accurate depiction of 
wartime Russia. The image of Russia is vague in the minds of most Japanese and .authentic Russian 
costumes and architecture are often perceived as pure fantasy overseas. In order to maintain a high 
level of authenticity, thousands of pieces of reference material were collected. 

FIRST SQUAD will draw the attention of a diverse audience and not just because of the novelty value of 
its unusual combination of Soviet avant-garde aesthetics and Japanese animation. The emotional core 
of the picture is structured around the dramatic journey of the film’s heroine from childhood to adulthood. 
This rites of passage is mirrored and magnified by the horrors (and thrills) of war that act as metaphors 
for experiences that most young people can immediately relate to. 
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SYNOPSIS 

 

It is 1942. The Red Army is putting up a violent and effective resistance against the German invaders. 
14-year-old Nadya is a clairvoyant. In a deadly air raid, the girl is shell-shocked. Recovering from her 
concussion, Nadya discovers a new gift – the ability to foresee the “Moments of Truth” – the most critical 
moments of future combat encounters, the very points at which a single person’s actions can decide the 
outcome of a battle. 

 

Nadya’s ability is indispensable for the classified 6th Division of Russian Military Intelligence, which is 
waging a secret war against the “Ahnenerbe” – an occult order within the SS. The Ahnenerbe summons 
powerful prince of darkness Baron von Wolff from the realm of the dead. With him on their side, they 
hope to change the course of history and achieve world domination. To oppose the Baron, Nadya 
decides to enlist the support of her old friends from the beyond – the Pioneers of the First Squad from 
the realm of the dead  in the belief that only the dead can fight the dead. 
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INTERVIEW WITH THE PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS 
 

Can you first tell us a little bit about yourselves and your history with animation? What have you 
done in the past? 

To be honest, FIRST SQUAD will be our first experience in the field of animation, as it is actually our first 
attempt at working with each other. Having lived with the project for almost five years, we’ve now found a 
working methodology. But in the beginning, the new field of animation and this mode of co-authoring 
was new and strange even though we’ve known each other for roughly twenty years and have been 
animation fans for almost that long. Prior to starting work on FIRST SQUAD in 2003, Aljosha was a 
painter and graphic artist in Munich, Germany, and Misha worked as a user-interface designer in New 
York City. We’ve been friends since high school and both graduated from the Art Academy in Munich. 

 

What are the origins of FIRST SQUAD? When did you create it? Was it a comic first or did you 
create it purely as a film? 

Most people in our generation and older in Russia remember a series of illustrated books called “Pioneer 
Heroes” that was wildly popular in the USSR of the ‘80s. The books were published in paperback and 
came in cassettes. In all, tens of millions copies were printed and distributed all over the country. Every 
teenager knew the stories of young pioneers fighting the Nazis by heart and everyone had their own 
favorite. In fact, those books were the closest Soviet propaganda machine ever came to making comic 
books and to satisfying the huge demand for action heroism among the young. Western comics and 
films were largely banned and barely leaked in the country. Our film is remotely based on some of the 
images from “Pioneer Heroes”. We have also kept the names of the most famous protagonists. 

 

Why did you choose to do this film in an anime style rather than in a more traditional Russian 
animation style? How did you get Studio 4ºC involved? 

We wanted to use anime from the very start and that has to do not only with our endless admiration for 
the genre itself, but also with the entire artistic intention of the project. Canonical forms of art are rare 
these days. Soviet art had its canons and so does anime. While Soviet visual and dramatic tradition 
(such as “Pioneer Heroes”) has perished in the political turmoil of the 90s, anime remains among the 
strongest phenomena in contemporary culture. We were interested in juxtaposing these two canons and 
thus generating something new, just like biologists do when they crossbreed plants. 

It was, of course, a dream to work with Studio 4ºC, but it was rather unexpected for us when they 
expressed interest in the project. One should say that it is not very usual for foreign authors or producers 
to work with Japanese studios on big animation projects. Studio 4ºC had one such experience working 
on the Animatrix project with the Wachowski Brothers, Mike Arias and Joel Silver and it was a positive 
one. So they felt more confident about partnering with foreigners again. The artists at the studio became 
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excited about making a World War II anime, because they are so rare and so few have shown much war 
action. Also, the Soviet style of “mecha”-design, costumes and architecture felt very unique to them. 
Over all 4ºC is probably the most experimental and open-minded team in the market today, so it’s not 
illogical that they would choose to participate in such an unusual film. 

 

The teaser that is out now is heavily action-oriented. Does that accurately represent how the film 
will turn out? 

In part it does as there’s a fair amount of action in the film right now. On the other hand, it is at least as 
important for us to tell the story of a teenage girl struggling alone in the war. It was not easy to judge the 
right proportion of action vs. drama and fantasy. The result has traits of all three genres. 

 

Were there any earlier films or animations or stories that particularly inspired your own work on 
First Squad? 

Well, we mentioned the “Pioneer Heroes” and that would be one major influence. Naturally Mamoru 
Oshii’s work among other masters of Japanese animation inspired many of our creative decisions. When 
writing the screenplay we read tons of WWII literature and some have really influenced us. Tarkovskj’s 
film “Ivan’s Childhood” provided a great reference too; the story is about a teenage boy who is a scout 
with a platoon on the front lines. Both on our end and at the studio so many movies were watched and 
books read for reference that it would make a really long list, from Eisenstein to Frank Miller. 

 

What can you tell us about the artists at Studio 4ºC? Which artists are you working with? Did you 
provide them with character designs and key frames or did you develop those elements 
together? 

The director on the project is Yoshiharu Ashino and the character designer and animation director is 
Hirofumi Nakata. They have also been friends for many years, working together at Disney Japan, and 
form an amazing team. We were lucky that they also turned out to be WWII experts. The 3D artist 
Tanawa San did a great job designing tanks, fighter jets and other mecha. 

When we came to the studio, four years ago, we had early-stage character design that we came up with 
ourselves, and it was in the reference package along with some other production sketches. In the 
pre-production phase, a couple of artists took a try at revising our characters and some designs were 
great, but we only had a “that’s it” feeling when Nakata came to the project. He “gave life” to the 
characters as they appear in the film. Throughout the production we have sent to the studio thousands 
of pieces of reference material including photos, architectural drawings, mechanical designs, costumes, 
maps, movie clips etc. 
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DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT 
 

When we started working on First Squad five years ago, we were led by the vision of both restoring the 
images from our childhood and also expanding upon them. But because the language and standards of 
totalitarian (or anti-totalitarian) art had ceased existing we had to look to other forms of visual language 
to find one suited to a modern story set during WWII. On the one hand we felt like archeologists, digging 
up the remains of a once powerful civilization. On the other hand we felt like travelers, discovering (and 
adopting) the cultural treasures of a distant country. 

 

As the project took a more distinct shape we realized that there was a more profound challenge to what 
we were doing. We were - at first without realising it - telling a coming-of-age story in a world where 
adults were at war, with no absolute truths to fall back on. That is how we felt as teenagers in the Soviet 
Union and it is also, we believe, the way modern young people come to feel in the world we live in today. 
In this context it was very important for us to portray the reality of war as a fusion of objective 
circumstances and personal (metaphysical) experiences. This is the reason we have opted for a 
combination of war-drama and fantasy as two predominant genres to define the story of Nadya. In part 
this solution was also inspired by the Japanese story-telling style more common in manga and anime 
then in the Western tradition.  

 

While doing background research on WWII for the film we realized how much of what may be perceived 
as fantasy in our story was actually practiced - or at least seriously considered - at the time. Instead of 
being treated as merely elements of entertainment as they are today, metaphysics and occultism were, 
to various degrees and in different ways, instrumental as state policies both in the Third Reich and the 
USSR. This led us to the idea of treating our story as a reenactment rather than as pure invention. 

 

Another phenomenon we became aware of throughout the production is just how little people now know 
about a relatively recent - and by far the most devastating - military conflict of modern history. This made 
us feel the social responsibility we have as artists, when addressing the young audience, to let them 
know that wars are not only how console games make them appear. They are about life-or-death issues, 
about making tough choices and about knowing who one really is. And that is what we hope our film is 
going to inspire in its viewers. 
 

YOSHIHARU ASHINO 
MISHA SHPRITS 

ALJOSHA KLIMOV 
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THE CREW 
 

PRODUCER / WRITER / DIRECTOR: ALJOSHA KLIMOV 

Aljosha Klimov was born in 1973 in Moscow, Russia, to the family of a famous Soviet cabaret and 
cartoon writer. After graduating from the Munich Academy for Visual Arts in 1996, Klimov continued to 
work as a painter and a graphic artist in Munich, Germany, notably on photo-collages and large-format 
oil portraits. A passionate comic book reader since his childhood, Klimov also worked as a storyboard 
artist for numerous film productions before working full time on FIRST SQUAD since 2004. 

 

 

PRODUCER / WRITER / DIRECTOR: MISHA SHPRITS 

Misha Shprits, was born in Moscow in 1972 and studied architecture in Moscow and Vienna, Austria, 
before transferring to the Munich Academy for Visual Arts, graduating in 1997. For the next six years he 
worked in New York City as an information and computer interface designer. In 2004 Shprits returned to 
Moscow to begin FIRST SQUAD with Klimov. He now lives and works in Moscow. 

 

 

DIRECTOR: YOSHIHARU ASHINO 

Yoshiharu Ashino was born in 1966 in Higashitone City in Yamagata prefecture, Japan. After finishing 
Tateoka High School, where Ashino played the horn in the school band, he started his carrier as a horn 
player in Yamagata Philharmonic Orchestra. Then he entered Tokyo Designer Gakuin College (TDG). 
After graduating from TDG, Ashino worked in the animation studio Mad House, where he made his debut 
as the character designer and pictorial director of “Azuki-chan”. After engaging in lots of animation at 
Walt Disney Japan, he joined Studio 4℃ and worked as the film director of “Tweeny Witches”, “The 

Capricious Robot” and other musical clips and advertisement clips. 

Ashino is a lecturer of the Training Course for Animators organized by Japan’s Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry. He is regularly invited to colleges to teach the professional techniques of animation. 
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ANIMATION DIRECTOR / CHARACTER DESIGNER: HIROFUMI NAKATA 

Hirofumi Nakata was born in 1964 in Himeji city, Hyogo prefecture, Japan. His home was close to the 
famous Himeji Castle. 

After finishing high school, Nakata studied at Tokyo Designer Gakuin College before working at Nippon 
Animation. He engaged in its main TV series “Classic Theater” where he distinguished himself. Then he 
became a freelancer, and made various films such as “SPINGGAN” (a theater film / original pictures / 
Studio 4℃), “A Tree of Palme” (a theater film / original pictures / Triangle), “NANA” ( TV series / pictorial 
director / Mad House), etc. In Studio 4℃, he works as a main staff member for collaboration with foreign 

companies and designing video games. He is also the key specialist of military affairs, war and 
mechanics in the company. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- THE END - 


